Modular
furniture

Swiss
quality

For your garden with the unique
assembly and storage conception

Ideal solution for the terraces
and other open air locations

www.b-x-l.ru

Assembly with no screw nail
takes only 5 minutes!
Modular system
The using of BXL concept allows you to get the individual
set for your event. The panels are made of solid wood,
polished with PWM Sikkens for the environmental protection.
The elements of mount system are acierated, that guarantees
the longevity of the furniture even in the severe weather
conditions.

fastening mechanism
Click–Clack

Thanks to the Click–Clack fastening mechanism,
you can combine the exterior view of the modules
endlessly with no tool!

· The variety of conﬁgurations is from 3 up to 8
· The capacity of modular block is up to 10 persons
· The volume of the box setup is 0.7 m3
· Easy storage and transport
· The wide range of branding abilities
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Colours solution
for panels

Other colors
are possible
on request

Owing to the great colour variety
of the panels, the BXL furniture
allows you to build up an ideal lounge
set, meeting all the design demands.

Colours solution
for pads

Wenge

Graphit

Morning Mist

Pads
R-115
Cream
R-156
Brown
R-161
Grey
R-164
Charcoal
Grey
R-177
Burgundy
R-150
Dark Grey

Other colours are available upon request

Cream

Delux

Manufactured
in Germany

Standart

Manufactured
in Spain

Silvertex category

Marline category

Spraidling category

Speciﬁcations:

Speciﬁcations:

Speciﬁcations:

Design-textile
Contents- Vinyl,
100% cotton substrate

Design – eco-leather
Contents – vinyl coating

Design - textile
Contents- 100% acrylic ﬁbre

Protection:
PERMABLOK3, SILVERGUARD

Protection:
PERMAGUARD*

Protection:
INFINITY*

.

General:

General:

General:

Antistaining ﬁnish
More than 300 000
usage cycles

Antistaining ﬁnish
More than 100 000
usage cycles

Mold resistance/Antistatic ﬁnish
Waterproof
Resistant to the tearing of 6 mPa ± 10%
More than 40 000 usage cycles

(EN ISO 12947: 1999 part 2)

(EN ISO 12947: 1999 part 2)

Mold resistance
Sulphide resistance
Antistatic ﬁnish

Cold resistance (-23ºC)
Lonization resistance
(XENOTEST DIN 54004\NTC 1479)
Mold resistance
Sulphide resistance
Antistatic ﬁnish

The ability to build the additional
elements in the counter top

Bio ﬁreplace

will funk up any

evening and add some warmth to it.

Gastronorm pan

are widely

used in the restaurant sphere.

The usage of
modular furniture:

Outdoor events, in the dwellings and open spaces

The wide range
of branding abilities

The furniture can be adopted to your individual company
style ( colours, patterns etc.) and the logo can be put.

+ 41 21 931 48 88

Thank you
for your
attention!

ABIXAL Sarl,
Route de Friborg 36, 1723 Marly
visit of the showroom on request

info@bxl.design

@bxldesign

If You have any questions,
do not hesitate to contact us
+ 41 21 931 48 88
info@bxl.design
Alexandre Phacos

www.bxl.design

